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In this paper we continue the study of the Lie isomorphism problem in 
rings with involution. Let R and S be prime rings with involution, let K and 
L denote respectively the skew elements of R and S, and let [K, K] and 
[L, L] be the derived skew elements. Martindale [6] considered involutions 
of the first kind and proved under certain conditions that any Lie 
isomorphism of [K, K] onto [L, L] can be extended uniquely to an 
associative isomorphism of G] (the associative subring of R generated by 
[K, K]) onto [Lz]. We generalize this result to include involutions of the 
second kind in which case L(R) = [K, K]/[K, K] A 2, (Z, = the center of 
R) is the appropriate prime Lie ring to consider. Assume (i) neither R nor S 
satisfies a generalized polynomial identity over its extended centroid and 
(ii) R contains three nonzero orthogonal symmetric idempotents whose sum 
is 1. Let 4 be a Lie isomorphism of L(R) onto L(S). Then there exists a 
“related” associative isomorphism w of W into the central closure of S where 
W is some associative subring of R containing [K, K]. Our approach is to 
first work with +-closed prime rings (Theorem 2.1) and then to apply this 
result to obtain the prime case. We plan in a subsequent paper to treat the 
case where either R or S does satisfy a generalized polynomial identity. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
A ring R is said to be prime if, for any two ideals U and V of R, lJV= 0 
implies U = 0 or V = 0. We recall some basic facts about prime rings and 
refer the reader to [3] for details. For a prime ring R, one may construct its 
extended centroid C, a field containing the centroid of R. One may then form 
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the central closure Q of R, a prime ring containing R which is furthermore a 
C-algebra generated by R, i.e., Q = RC. A prime algebra over a field F is 
said to be closed if F is already its extended centroid. We remark that the 
central closure of a prime ring R is closed over its extended centroid, i.e., RC 
is its own central closure. 
If R is a ring with involution * (an antiautomorphism of period 1 or 2), let 
K = {x E R 1 x* = -x} denote the set of skew elements of R. We denote the 
“derived” skew elements by [K, K], the additive span of all commutators 
[x, y] = xy - yx, where x, y E K. Both K and [K, K] are Lie rings under the 
usual addition and the Lie product. 
If R is a prime ring with involution *, then * induces an involution (again 
denoted by *) on the extended centroid C of R. The set of symmetric 
elements under this involution is a field C* called the *-extended centroid of 
R. The involution * can now be extended in a natural way to an involution 
of the central closure RC as follows: 
We say the involution * on R is of the first kind if * induces the identity 
involution on C (in which case C = C,). Otherwise * is of the second kind 
which means that C contains a nonzero skew element p (in which case C = 
C* +pC,). A prime algebra with involution over a field F is said to be *- 
closed if F is already its +-extended centroid. 
Let A be an algebra over a field F. We let AF(x) denote the free product 
over F of A and the free noncommutative algebra F(x,, x2 ,..., x, ,...). An 
additive subgroup W of A is said to satisfy a generalized polynomial identity 
over F if there is a nonzero element f(x,, x2,..., xn) EA,(x) such that 
f(Wl 3 w2 ,**., w,) = 0 for all wi E W. In this situation, we say W is GPI 
over F. 
We state a few theorems for future reference. 
THEOREM 1.1. If A is a closed prime algebra over F and A0 is the 
opposite algebra of A, then A OF A0 E A,A,, where A, and A, are respec- 
tively the algebras of right and left multiplications of A acting on itselj The 
isomorphism is given according to the rule a @ b + arb, [4, Theorem 51. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let R be a prime ring and let A = RC be the central 
closure of R. Then R is GPI over C ifand only lfA contains a minimal right 
ideal eA, e an idempotent of A, and eAe is a finite dimensional division 
algebra over C [ 3, Theorem 31. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let R be a prime ring with involution * and extended 
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centroid C. If [K, K] is GPI over C, then R is GPI over C. (This is a 
corollary of [ 5, p. 5 15, Second Main Theorem].) 
We are now in a position to state our main result and begin its proof. 
2. STATEMENT OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
THEOREM 2.1. Let R and S be e-closed prime rings (both involutions 
will be denoted by *) of characteristic # 2. Let K and L denote respectively 
the skew elements of R and S, C and D the extended centroids, C+ and D, 
the *-extended centroids. Assume that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) Neither R nor S is GPI over its extended centroid. 
(bj R contains three nonzero orthogonal symmetric idempotents e, , e,, 
e3 such that e, + e, + e3 = 1. 
Set 
R, = eiRej i, j= 1,2,3, if j 
R, = e,Re, i= 1,2,3 
Mi= [K,K]nRi i = 1,2, 3. 
Impose the additional assumption that 
(c) ei E I\;ii, i = 1, 2, 3, where @, denotes the subring of Ri generated 
by Mi. 
Let o be a Lie isomorphism of L(R)= [K, K]/[K, K] n Z, (Z, = the 
center of R) onto L(S) = [L, L]/(L, L ] (7 Z, (Z, = the center of S). Then 
there exists a “related’ associative isomorphism w of W into SD (the central 
closure of S), where W is the associative subring of R generated by 
{Mi, R, / i, j = 1, 2, 3, i # j}. Furthermore, v has the following properties: 
(a) {w(x)} * = w(x*) for all x E W (the involution on the left is on 
SD). 
(b) w[[KKl, [KKII = ILL], [LLII. 
(c) v(x) = #(,Y) for all x E [[K, K], [K, K] ] (the bars refer to cosets in 
L(S) and L(R), respectively). 
Finally, the involutions on R and S must be of the same kind. 
Remarks. We have a Pence decomposition of R, namely, R = 
@ Ci+jRij@ xi Ri, i, j= 1, 2, 3. For i# j, xij will denote a typical 
element of R, and xji = x$ E Rji will stand for its image under *. xi will 
denote a typical element of Ri. 
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3. ORTHOGONALITY RELATIONS 
Assume henceforth that the hypotheses of the main result are satisfied. 
The aim of this section is to obtain certain orthogonality relations. We show 
the following: Let (i, j, k) be any permutation of (1,2, 3). Let 0 # m, E Mi 
with #m) = a,. Then there exists a unique element ai, skew in D, 
associated with ai such that whenever 0 # m, E M, with Q(m,) = a,, I= j, k, 
then (ai - ar,)(a, - a,) = 0 for some skew element a, E D. Furthermore, if 
#(mi) = bi and pi is the unique element SO associated with bi, then a, - ai = 
bi -pi. We work with the permutation i = 1, j = 2, k = 3. Once we accom- 
plish this, if 0 # ml E Mi with @(mi) = Ui , i = 1, 2, 3, and oi is the unique 
element so associated with ui, then we show 
6% - a,&2 - a*> = 0 
(a, - a,>@% - aA = 0 
(a, - a2)(u3 - aj) = 0. 
These orthogonality relations will play a significant role in defining w. In 
order to obtain these relations, we must consider three cases, removing 
certain hypotheses assumed on the rnts with each reduction. We first prove 
three preliminary lemmas. In each of the lemmas, let 0 # mi E Mj with 
q@Fii)=c&, i= 1,2,3. Note that each mi E [K, K] G K and each 
a, E [L, L] G L. We also remark that R, being *-closed, is an algebra over 
C, while RC is an algebra over C. Since [K, K] C, = [KC*, KC*] G [K, K], 
L(R) is a vector space over C, . Similarly S is an algebra over D,, SD is an 
algebra over D, and L(S) is a vector space over D, . Finally, L(R) and L(S) 
are prime Lie rings [ 1, Theorem 3 ]. 
LEMMA 3.1. If any one of the m,‘s is a commutator of elements of Mi, 
then [[[y,u,],~,],~,l=Ofor~~l~E [LLI. 
Proof. Suppose m3 = [x3, yl], where xj, y, E M,. Then u3 = 
$(<)=#[x3,y, ] =#[q,jJ = [qi(xJ),$(y7)] (since (6 is a Lie homo- 
morphism) = [Us, u3] = [u,, uj]. So u3 = [uj, ~~1 + A,, A, E 2,. 
Now, [[[x,m,],m,],m,] =0 for all xE R, hence for all xE [K,K]. 
Therefore, [[[X,m,],zq],m,]=O f or all x E [K, K]. Since @ is onto, 
[[b? all, 4, a,] = r y, a,], a,], Us] = 0 for all y E [L, L]. So 
[[[Y~%L%L~31 EZS f or all y E [L, L]. Similarly [[[y, a,], a,], uj] E Z, 
and [[[Y, a,], a,], ~1 E Z, for all YE [LL]. 
Now, [[b~~,L 43 %I = [[bGa,l, 4 [%,%I1 = [I[Lh~,L 419 %I, 41 
+ [[v,, [[y, a,], a,]], uj] (by the Jacobi identity) = 0 + 0 = 0 for all 
YE [LLI. 
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The other cases are similar and involve several applications of the Jacobi 
identity. I 
LEMMA 3.2. If any two of the rnts are commutators of elements of Mi, 
then [a,,a,]=[a,,a,]= [a*,a,]=O. 
Proof. Assume, for example, m, = [xi, yi], xi, yi E Mi, i= 1,2. Then 
ai= [ui, ui] +li, i= 1, 2, where q =#&), ui = #(jTi), and ki E Z,. Now 
[a,,4 = Ijwh1d4 = I[ u,,a,l,v,] + [u,, [~l,a211. [xI,m,l=o implies 
[L,,a,]=O which implies [u,,a,] EZ,. Similarly [“,,a,] EZ,. So 
[a,,a,]=O+O=O. As above, [a,,a,]= [a,,a,]=O. 1 
LEMMA 3.3. If any one of the mi’s is not in the center of Ri, then 
( 1, a,, a*, a3} is a D-independent subset of SD. 
ProoJ We obtain this lemma by a series of proofs on independence. We 
assume m3 & center of R 3. 
0) ml, 9, m3 are C-independent elements of RC: Suppose 
am, + ,Llm, t ym, = 0, a,/?, y E C. Multiplying both sides on the right by 
x,ER,,wehaveam,x,=Ooram,Re,=O.Henceam,RCe,=O.RCprime 
implies am, = 0. Since m, # 0, a = 0. Similarly p = y = 0. Since C* C C, 
{m,, m,, m3} is a C,-independent subset of RC. 
(ii) ti;, K, m-i are C,-independent elements of L(R): Suppose 
am, t /3m, + ym, = 0, a, /I, y E C,. Consider the following cases: 
(a) All three scalars are zero: We are done in this case. 
(b) Exactly two of the scalars are zero: Suppose a =p = 0, y # 0. 
Then ym, E Z,. Commuting with x3* E R,, , we obtain ym,Re, = 0. R prime 
implies y = 0, a contradiction. 
(c) Exactly one of the scalars is zero: Suppose a = 0, /I, y # 0. Then 
pm, t ym, E Z,. Commuting with x2, E R,, leads to pm,RCe, = 0 which 
implies p = 0, a contradiction. 
(d) All three scalars are nonzero: Then am, t pm, + ym, E Z,. 
Commuting with x3 E R 3, we have y[m,, x3] = 0. Since y # 0, this implies 
m3 E center of R,, a contradiction. 
Hence (a) is the only possibility; i.e., a = p = y = 0. 
(iii) q , &, -- a3 are D,-independent elements of L(S): Since L(R) is 
Lie isomorphic to L(S), C, 2 D, [ 1, Corollary lOB]. If 1 E D, is the image 
of A E C, under this isomorphism, then x$(z) = q4(k??) for all x E [K, K]. 
Suppose a% + fi t $y = 6, &, @,F E D, . That is, Gq+(FFQ t&m) t 
@Q’Q = 6. Hence 
- 
#(ml) + qK,f3iQ + #(ym,) = #(am t Bm2 + ym,) = 6, - 
a, /3, y E C, . Since 4 is one-to-one, am1 + m + ym, = 6 By (ii), a = p = 
y = 0. Therefore, & = b = 7 = 0. 
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(iv) a,, a,, a3 are D&dependent elements of SD: Suppose 
aa, +~a,+ya,=O, a,/AyED*. Then aa, + m + ya, = 6. By (iii), a = 
p=y=o. 
(VI a,, a,, a3 are D-independent elements of SD: If the involution on 
S is of the first kind, then D = D, and we are done by (iv). Otherwise, D = 
D* + pD,, where p is a nonzero skew element of D. Suppose 
~a,+~a2+ra3=0,~,P,rED.Let~=altp~2,~=~ltp~2,y=y, tw2, 
where ai,Pi, yi E D,, i= 1,2. So 
(a, +pa2) aI + Gal + PP2)a2 + (Y1 + w2> a3 = 0. 
Separating the skew and symmetric parts, we obtain 
alal +Pla2 + yla3 =O (1) 
Aa2al +P2a2 + y2a3) = 0. (2) 
Using (iv) and (I), we get a, =/3, = y, = 0. Since p # 0 in D, (2) gives us 
a2al +P2a2 + y2 3 - a - 0. Part (iv) now implies a2 =p2 = y2 = 0. Hence a = 
/3=y=o. 
(vi) 1, a,, a2, a3 are D-independent elements of SD: Suppose 
{ 1, a,, a,, a3} is D-dependent. Part (v) implies that 
aal t/3a2 t ya, = 1, a, P, Y E D. (3) 
If D = D,, (3) gives us that 1 is skew, a contradiction. If D = D, t pD,, 
(3) becomes 
(al +pa,h + (P, +PP2)a2 + (Y1 +PY2)a3 = 1, 
where ai,Pi, yi E D*, i = 1, 2. Separating the skew and symmetric parts, we 
obtain 
alal +Pla2 + yla3 =O (4) 
p(a2al +P2a2 + y2a3) = 1. (5) 
Using (iv) and (4) we get a1 = /I, = y, = 0. Equation (5) implies 
P -i E [L, L] f7Zz,. So a2al +P2a2 + y2c = 0. Part (iii) implies a2 =p2 = 
y2 = 0. Hence a = /3 = y = 0. Equation (3) now gives 0 = 1, a contradiction, 
completing the proof. 1 
Case 1. Assume 0 # m, E Mi with #m) = a,, i = 1, 2,3, where 
(a) m, is arbitrary; 
(b) mz=[x,,y21;x2,y2EM,; 
(c) m3=[x3,y3]~centerofR3;x3,y3EM3. 
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Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 apply. We now see how the tensor product fits 
into the proof. 
LEMMA 3.4. In (SD) O. (SD)‘, we have the equation 
QIU,U,@ l-a,a,Ou,-u,u,Ou,-u,u, @a, 
$u,@u,u,+u,@u,u,+u,~u,u,-1Ou,u,u,=0. (A) 
ProoJ We have 
[[[YT %I, 43 %I = 0 for all y E [L, L]. (6) 
In the free product SD,(x,), setf(x,) = [[[xi, a,], a,], a,]. Iff(x,) + 0, then 
by (6), [L, L] is GPI over D. By Theorem 1.3, S is GPI over D, a 
contradiction to our original hypotheses. Therefore/(x,) = 0 in SD,(x,) and 
in particular 
[[b~~,l~~*l~~,l=O for all y E SD. (7) 
Equivalently, 
(U*U*%)r 1, - (~~~A, @3), - (UlU3)r @2>, - (%Q3L (a,>, 
+ (a,>, @*u3)1+ (a*>, (ala,), + (a,>, (a,a,>,- l,@,%~,), =o (8) 
in the ring (SD), (SD),. SD is a closed prime algebra over D and hence by 
Theorem 1.1, (SD), (SD), is isomorphic to (SD) &, (SD)’ under the rule 
a @ b + u,b[. Therefore (8), when translated to (SD) NO (SD)‘, becomes 
(A) (using the fact that a,, u2, u3 commute with each other). 1 
LEMMA 3.5. The following are D-dependent subsets of SD: 
(a) (1, a,, a,, a3, a,a,}, 
(b) 14 a,, ~2, ~3, a,a,}, 
cc> {l, a,, u2~ u3, %a,}* 
Proof We obtain this lemma by a series of proofs on dependence. 
(i) { 1, a,, u2, u3, u,u2, u,u3, u2u3, u,u,u,} is D-dependent: Other- 
wise using (A), 1 = 0, a contradiction. 
11 , a,, u2, uj, u,u2, u,u3, u2u3} is D-dependent: Otherwise by (i), 
a1a2a3 = a, + a,u, + a2u2 + a3u3 + aqulu2 + a,u,u, + a6u2u3, 
ai E D, i = 0, l,..., 6. (9) 
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Substituting (9) into (A), we obtain 
(ala1 + a2u2 + a3u3 + a,u,u, + a5ulu3 + a6u2u3) 0 1 
+ (-a, + U,) @ U2U3 + (-a, + U,) 0 U1U3 + (-a, + U3) 0 U,U2 = 0. 
(10) 
By the D-independence of { 1, a,, a,, u3, u, u2, a, u3, u2 a,}, (10) implies 
-a6 + a, = 0, which implies 1 = 0, a contradiction. 
(iii) { 1, a,, u2, u3, a, u2, ulu3} is D-dependent: Otherwise one can 
show u2u3 and u,u2u3 are in lin(l,u,,u2,u,,u,u,,u,u3}. Writing out as 
linear combinations and substituting into (A), the D-independence of 
{ 1, a,, u2, u3, a, a,, a, cl3 } implies 1 = 0, a contradiction. Similarly for 
{1,~,,~*,~3,~1~2,~*~3} and (l,U1,a2,U3,“1u3,u2u3}. 
(iv) { 1, a,, u2, u3, a,~,} is D-dependent: Otherwise one can show 
u,u3, u2u3, u,u2u3 are in lin{ 1, a,, a 2, u3, ulu2}. As in (iii), (A) and the D- 
independence of { 1, a,, u2, u3, a, a*} yield a contradiction. Similar arguments 
work for {lyal,a2,a3,ala3} and {17alya2,a3,a2a3}. 1 
LEMMA 3.6. There exist unique scalars such that 
(4 u*u2 = Y(J + v,a1+ v2a2, where v, and v2 are skew in D; 
lb) ~1~3 =illo +iula, frll3~3, where ,u, and ,u3 are skew in D; 
cc> u2”3 = VO + qZ”2 + q3”3~ where q2 and q3 are skew in D. 
ProoJ We prove the result for a, a,. By Lemma 3.3, { 1, II,, a,, u3} is a 
D-independent subset of SD and by Lemma 3.5, ( 1, a,, a,, u3, u, a,) is a D- 
dependent subset of SD. 
If D=D,, u,u,=a+~u,+yu,+6u,, where a,p,y,aED,. By 
equating the symmetric parts (ala2 is symmetric since [a,, a,] = 0 and 
a,, u2 EL), we obtain u,uz = a. 
If D=D, +pD,, we have 
al a2 = Cal + pa,) f & + d2h + (rl + w2b2 + (‘, f P62h3 
where ai, pi, yiy 6, ED,, i = 1, 2. Equating the symmetric parts, we obtain 
or 
ul”2=aI +@2% +y2”2 + 62u3> (11) 
P-1(ulu2-ad=~2u~ + Yz”2 + 62u3- 
Since L(S) is a vector space over D,, we have 
(12) 
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We claim there exists an element x E M, such that [I?I,, x] @ center of R,. 
Suppose otherwise. We know R, is a prime ring with involution having skew 
elements K n R, and extended centroid Ce, [4, Theorem 21. Let f(x,, x2) = 
[[m,, x,], xz] E (R, Ce&, (x,, x2). Since m3 & center of R,, { 1, m3} is Ce,- 
independent (1 is being identified with e3). Extending this set to a basis for 
R, Ce, , we may obtain a Ce,-basis for (R3 Ce3)Ce, (x, , x2). Hencef(x, , x2) = 
m,x,x,-x,m,x,-x2m,x,+x2x,m, is a nonzero element of the free 
product. Since we are assuming [m3, x] E center of R, for all x E M,, and 
[K~~R,,K~TR,]GM,GR,, we havef(k,,k,)=O for all k,,k,E[KnR,, 
KnR,]; i.e., [KnR,,KnR,] is GPI over Ce,. By Theorem 1.3. R, is 
GPI over Ce,. By Theorem 1.2, R,Ce, contains a minimal right ideal 
g,R, Ce,, g, an idempotent, and (g,R, Ce, g, : Ce,) < co. Hence g,R, Ce, g, 
satisfies a standard identity of one more degree than the dimension which 
allows us to conclude RC is GPI over C and hence R is GPI over C, a con- 
tradiction. 
We may now choose x E M, such that [m3, x] @ center of R,. Let 
4(X) = 7. Commuting (13) with Y; we get 
Now [m,, x] = 0 implies [a, , j] = 0 which implies [a, , y] E Z, . 
Furthermore, [a,, y] is skew, so we may write [a,, y] =pA,, 2, ED,. 
Similarly [uZ,y]=O and [u,,y]=pA,, &ED,. Also [~~‘(u,a,-a,),~] 
= P-‘[a,a,? Yl = PP,{b,? Yl a, + a,[%> YIJ = P~‘W,% +a,&1 = 
&a, +1,u,. Equation (14) becomes 
or 
&a, +A,a,=d,(a,,] (15) 
Consider the triple m,, m2, m; = [m,, x], where m,, m,, m3 are our 
original elements and x E M, is chosen as above. The elements m, , m, , m; 
satisfy the conditions of Case 1. Since #(m;) = [a,, y 1, Lemma 3.3 implies 
{l,~,,~,, [u3,y]} is a D-’ d m ependent subset of SD. Equation (16) gives us 
6, = 0. So (11) becomes u,a2 = a, +&a, +~y*u,, where a, E D,, pp2 and 
py2 are skew in D. Simplifying notation, a, a, = v,, + V, a, + P* u2, where V, 
and v2 are skew in D. 
To prove the result for a, u3 or u2u3, follow a similar procedure. For 
example, if D = D, + pD,, for a, u3, choose x E M, with $(X) = ~7 Apply 
Lemma 3.3 to the triple m,, m; = [m,, x], m,. Uniqueness follows from the 
D-independence of { 1, a,, uz, a,}. 1 
48 l/89/2-5 
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LEMMA 3.7. Using the same notation as in Lemma 3.6, 
(a) (a, - v2)(a2 - h> =(A 
(b) (a, -Ma3 -PJ =(A 
(cl (a2 - v& - v2) = 0, 
andv,=p3, v*=U3,P*=V2. 
ProoJ Lemma 3.6 gives us the equations 
a,a,=v,+v,a,+v,a, (17) 
ala3 =po +ka, +iu3a3 (18) 
a2a3 = v. + r12a2 + r3a3, (19) 
where v,, v2, ,D~, ,u,, q2, r3 are skew in D (note: if D = D,, these six scalars 
equal 0). 
Multiplying (17) on the right by a3 and then using (18) and (19), we have 
ala2a3 = (vI1uo + v2ro) + (vd4 aI + (v2v2) a2 + (v, + vs3 + v2r13)a3. (20) 
Substituting (17)-(20) into (A), we obtain 
((votvlpl)al + @OtV2vda2 + (2vO+vliu3tv2v3)a3}@ ' 
t {-(2vot w3 + v27]3) f (v3-'1) al+ 013 - V2)a21 @ a3 
t (--Cuotv2r12)t(~2-~,)a,f(v2-~3)a3~Oa2 
+ {-(r. + wJ t cUI - r2) a2 + Co1 - r3) a31 @a, =O. (21) 
By the independence of ( 1, a,, a,, a3}, from (21) we must have 
flo + VIP1 = 0 
Po+v2712=O 
2v, + v,p, + v2q3=0 
VI= r3 
v2=p3 
PI= v2. 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
(25) 
(27) 
Equations (24), (25), (26) --t 2(v, + v1 v2) = 0. Since characteristic # 2, 
v,tv,v,=O. Now (a,-v,)(a,-v,) = ala2 - v,a, - v2a2 + v,v2 = 
(v, + v,a, + v2a2) - v,al - v2a2 + v,v2 = v, t v,v2 =O. 
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Equations (23), (26), (27) + puo +P,P~ = 0 and (22), (25), (27) + 
t,+v2~3=0. As above, (a, -h3)(a3 -P,> = 0 and 6% - v3) 
(a3 - q*) = 0. I 
The preceding lemmas will help us prove the first step in obtaining the 
orthogonality relations stated at the beginning of this section. 
Step 1. Let 0 f m, E M, be arbitrary with #(m,) = a, . Suppose m, is a 
nonzero commutator of elements of M, with #(mz) = a2. Choose m;, a 
nonzero commutator of elements of M,, where rn; 6? center of R,. By the 
work in Case 1 applied to m,, m2, rn;, there exist skew elements a,, a2 E D 
such that (a, - a,)(~, - 01~) =O. One can show a, is independent of the 
choice of representatives of #(ml) and #(m; ). Furthermore, a, is independent 
of the choice of elements from M, and M, :*ppose we used m;l, a nonzero 
commutator of elements of M, with @jm;‘)=a;l, and m;‘, a nonzero 
commutator of elements of M, with #(my) = a: and m;l @ center of R,. 
Applying Case 1 to m,, m;, m;l, there exist y, , yz, y3, skew in D, such that 
(a, - Ylbi’ - YJ = 0 
@I - Ylm;’ - Y3) = 0. 
We must show yi = a,. Considering the triple m,, m2, m;l (m, from above), 
we also have the D-independence of ( 1, a,, a2, a$‘} and the existence of skew 
elements 6,, 6, E D such that (a, - s,)(aj, - 8,) = 0. Using the three 
equations 
(a, - a,)@, - 4 = 0 
(a, - Yl>M - Y3) = 0 
(a* - d,)(ajl - 6,) = 0 
as in the proof of Lemma 3.7, we obtain y1 = aI. In fact, one can show there 
exists a unique element a,, skew in D, associated with a, such that whenever 
O#m,= [xi, yi], with xi,yiEMi and $(F)=q, i= 2,3, then 
(a, - al)(ai - ai) = 0 for some skew element ai E D. 
Finally, suppose #(ml ) = b, and p, is the unique element so associated 
with b,. We wish to show a, -a, = b, -/3,. Choose m2, a nonzero 
commutator of elements of M,, with tj(m,) = a,. We have established 
(a, - as% - 4 = 0 for some a*, skew in D, 
and 
(b,-PJa,-A)=0 for some pZ, skew in D. 
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a, = b, implies 6, = a, + A, 1 E 2,. Hence (a, - (/3, - l))(a, --/I*) = 0. The 
D-independence of {l,a,,a,} implies a,=p,--II. So a,-a,=(b,-A)- 
Col-~>=kA~ completing the proof of Step 1. 
We now use the results of Case 1 to do Case 2. 
Case 2. Assume 0 # m, E Mi with #(mi) = a,, i = 1, 2, 3, where 
(4 m, is arbitrary, 
(b) m2 is arbitrary, 
(c) m,=[x,,y,]GJcenterofR,;x,,y, EM,. 
By Lemma 3.1, [[[y, a,], a,], a31 = 0 for all y E [L, L]. In order to tran- 
slate this equation to (SD) a0 (SD)‘, we need a,, a,, a3 to commute with 
each other. Since m3 is a commutator of elements of M,, the proof of 
Lemma 3.2 gives us [a,, a,] = [a,, a,] = 0. We must show [a,, a*] = 0. 
Let a, be the unique element associated with ai, i = 1, 2,3, from Step 1. a, 
has the property that 
(a1 -a,)@, -PI = 0 for some p, skew in D. 
We wish to show /3 = aj. Choose m;, a nonzero commutator of elements of 
M, with #(m;) = a;. Then we also have 
(al - 44 - y> = 0 for some y, skew in D, 
and 
(a3 - aj)(a; - 6) = 0 for some 6, skew in D. 
By the work in Case 1 applied to m,,m;,m,, (l,a,,a;,a,} is D- 
independent. Using the above three equations as in the proof of Lemma 3.7, 
we obtain p = a3. So we have 
(a,-a,)(a,-a,)=O. (28) 
Similarly 
(a2 - az)(a3 - a3) = 0. (29) 
[m,,m,]=Oimplies [u,,u,]=A,AEZ,. Now 
0 = (4 - al)I(a2 - 4a3 - 41 (by (29)) 
= { [al - al, a2 - 4 + (a, - a&a, - al)Ha3 - 4 
= [a, -a,, u2 - a2](u3 - 4 (by (28)) 
= [a,, azl(a3 - 4 = 4a, - 4. 
Since { 1, a3} is D-independent, A= [a,, a,] = 0. 
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Lemma 3.3 applies and using the same arguments as in Case 1, we also 
have Lemmas 3.4-3.7. We are ready for the second step in obtaining the 
orthogonality relations. 
Step 2. Let 0 # m, E M, be arbitrary with $(m,) = q. Suppose 0 # 
m, E M, with $(mz) = a*. Choose m;, a nonzero commutator of elements of 
M, , where rn; 6G center of R 3. By the work in Case 2 applied to m, , m2, m; , 
there exist a,, a2, skew in D, such that (a, - a,)(a2 - a*) = 0. As in Step 1, 
a, is independent of the various choices made. In fact, there exists a unique 
element a,, skew in D, associated with a, such that whenever 0 # m, E Mi, 
with 46) = ai, i = 2,3, then (a, -?,)(a, - ai) = 0 for some skew element 
ai E D. Furthermore, if #(m,) = b, and /3, is the unique element so 
associated with b,, then a, -a, =b, -/3,. 
Case 3. Assume O# m, E Mi with #(mi) =ai, i= 1, 2, 3, where 
m, , m2, m3 are arbitrary. 
Let ai be the unique element associated with ai, i = 1,2,3, from Step 2. al 
has the property that (a, - al)(a2 -/3) = 0 for some p, skew in D. a2 has the 
property that (a, - a2)(a, - y) = 0 for some y, skew in D. Since [a,, a*] = 0 
and { 1, a,, a,} is D-independent, /I = al. Hence (a, - a,)(a, - a,) = 0. 
Similarly (a, - aI)(a3 - aJ = 0, (a, - a2)(a3 - aj) = 0, and we are done. 
We now proceed with the problem of obtaining an associative 
isomorphism v/: W-+ SD (related to g), where W is the associative subring 
of R generated by {Mi, R, 1 i, j = 1,2,3, i # j}. We accomplish this by 
defining a series of intermediate mappings. 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF li/ 
We begin by defining an additive mapping cr: M, @M, @ M, + SD. Let 
u, : M, + SD be given by 
dmd = 
/ 
a, - “1 if m, # 0, where Q(m,) = a, and a1 is the 
unique scalar associated with a, (Step 2) 
0 ifm,=O 
Remark. Since a, E [L, L] and aI is skew in D, u, goes into the set of 
skew elements of SD. If D = D,, aI = 0, in which case ui goes into [L, L]. 
u, is well defined, one-to-one, and additive. We have already seen if 
4(Tii;) = b, and p, is the unique element associated with b, , then a, - a, = 
b, -P,. If u,(m,) = 0, then #(m,) = 0. Q one-to-one implies 
m, E Z, n R, = 0. Finally, let m, and p, be nonzero elements of M, with 
u,(m,) = a, -a, and a,(~,) = b, -p,. Now $(ml+) = a, + b,. Let A be 
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the unique element associated with a, + b,. Choose 0 # m, E M, with 
#(m2) = q and associated element a*. In Section 3, we have established 
(a, - a& - ad = 0 
which implies u,u,=-a,a,+a,u,+a,u, (30) 
(4 - PJ(4 - 4 = 0 
which implies b,u, = +?,a2 + a2bl +/?,a, (31) 
((aI + 0 - Wz - 4 = 0 
which implies u,u,+b,u,-a,u,-a,b,-Au,+Aa,=O. (32) 
Substituting in u,u2 and b,u,, we obtain 
(la,-a,a,-/3,a,)1+(al+/3-k)u,=O. (33) 
The D-independence of { 1, uz} gives us a, -t/3, = 1. So a,(ml + p,) = 
(a, + b,) - (a, +PJ = (a, -a,) + (b, -PI) = Q%> + ol@J 
Similarly define u2 on M, and u3 on M,. Using u,, u2, ujr we obtain a 
well-defined, one-to-one, additive mapping 
u: M, @M, 0 M, + skew elements of SD. 
Set Ni = u(M,), i = 1, 2, 3. 
LEMMA 4.1. (a) NiNj = 0, i,j = 1, 2, 3, i #j. In purticuhr, 
u[m,, mj] = [u(m,), a(m where mi E Mi, mj E Mj, i #j. 
(b) Nf#O, i= 1,2,3. 
Proof. Part (a) follows directly from Section 3. 
(b) Suppose, for example, N: = 0. Then [ui - a,, b, - /3,] = 0 for all 
a,-a,,b,-/?,EN,. Hence [ul,bl]=O or [u,,b,]EZ,. So [kf,,M,]~ 
Z,nR,=O. Letf(x,,x,)= [xl,xz] E (RICel),,, (x1,xZ).f(x1,x2)+0 and 
f(k,,k,)=O for all k,,k,E [KnR,,KnR,]; i.e., [KnR,,KnR,] is 
GPI over Ce,. Thus R, is GPI over Ce, which implies R is GPI over C, a 
contradiction. 1 
We now enlarge the domain of u to include “off-diagonal” pieces. Set 
M, = {xii - xji ] xij E R,}, i # j. Clearly M, s K. Since M, = Mji, it suffices 
to consider M,,, M,,, and M,,. 
LEMMA 4.2. M, = [Mi,M,] = [Mij, Mj] = [[Mi,Mij],Mj] = [Mi, 
["ij, Mj]] (und h ence M, c [K, K]). 
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Proof. We work out M,,= [Ml,M,2]. Let m,EM,, xl*--&rEM,,. 
Then [m,,x,,-x,,] = m,x,,+x,,m, = (m,x,,)-(m,x,,)*EM,,. So 
Wl,M121 GM,** 
For x1* E R,, and k,, 1, ,..., p1 E M,, first note that 
(k, 1, . . . p,x,,)* = (-l)“xzlp, ... 1,k, (34) 
where n is the “length” of the product k, I, .e. pl. From (34) it follows that 
k,l, . . . plx,, + (-I)“+’ x2,p1 ... l,k, 
= [k,, I, .s. plxlz + t-1)” x,,P, ..a 111 E Wi,M,,l. (35) 
e, E A?, says 
e,=rk I . ..p., I 11 k,,l,,..., p,EM I’ (36) 
Applying * to (36), we obtain 
e, =y (-l)“p, ... 1,k, (37) 
where n is the “length” of the product k,f, .e. p,. Using (36) and (37), we 
then see 
X12 -x2] = elx12 - xZlel 
= 
L 
r k,[, . . . 
p,) x,2 -x21 (X (--lYp, a.. 0,) 
= -7 (k,l, a.. pIx,, + (-l)“+’ xzlpI ..- Ilk,). 
SO x12 - x2r may be expressed as a sum of terms of the form (35). Therefore 
Ml2 E W,9M,21. I 
We will work with M,, and eventually define a mapping on 
M,, @ M,, @M,,. By Lemma 4.2, M,, is equal to any one of the fol- 
lowing sets: (4 WfIJ4~2174421~ 04 PL P4~2d4211~ (4 P4d4~21~ 
(4 [M,,,M,I. Let xl2 -x21 EM,,. Using (a>, 
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(where c$ is the unique element associated with of, i = 1,2) 
= F {(a: - a:> d-$2: - a;> + (u: - a;) dya: - a;)} 
= T {o(m:> d*u(m:) + u(m:) d%(m:)} 
(where c is the mapping previously defined on M, 0 M, @M,). 
Define the following map from M,, into [L, L]: 
x12 - %I = c [bc (Yn - Y*J% dl A 
+ T {a(m:) db(m:) + a(m:) dAa(m:)} 
(where d’ is any representative of #{(yIz - y2J’}). 
We check this mapping is well defined: We know o(mf), i = 1,2, does 
not depend on the choice of representative of #(z). Suppose 
d{(yr2 - y,,)‘] =p. Then, as above, 
Hence 
= T {u(m:) e%(m$) + u(m:) e%(mf)} + c, r E 2,. (38) 
Choose 0 # m3 EM, and multiply (38) on the right by u(m&. Since 
NiNi = 0, i # j, we obtain <u(m,) = 0. Hence < = 0. So the image does not 
depend on the choice of representative of ${(y12 - y2r)‘}. The same 
argument shows the image is independent of the way x12 - xzl is written as 
an element of [[M,, M,,],MZ]. Furthermore, if we rewrite x1* - x2r using 
(b), (c)y or (d) and define similar maps (e.g., send xl2 -xzl = 
CJ [mf, (yIz - y,,)‘] into CA {u(m:) dA - d’u(m:)}), Lemma 4.1 allows 
us to conclude the corresponding images coincide. 
We may define similar maps on MI3 and M,,. Putting these three 
mappings together with u, we obtain a well-defined additive mapping (again 
denoted by a) from M, @M, 0 M, @MI2 @MI, @M,, into the skew 
elements of SD. Set N, = u(Mij), i # j. Since M, = Mji, it suffices to 
consider N,,, N,,, and N,, . A typical element of Nij is of the form 
x {u(r?$) d%(m~) + u(mf) cPu(m:)} 
a 
for appropriate elements rn: , rnf , dA. 
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LEMMA 4.3. NiNj, = 0 for i, j, k distinct. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that NiNj = 0 and NiN, = 0. 1 
LEMMA 4.4. N, = [Ni,Nij] = [Nij,Nj] = [[Ni,Nij],Nj] = 
[Ni, [Nij,Nj]]* 
Proof. We show N,, = [N,, N,,]. Let m, EM,, x1* -x2, EM,,. Now 
4mI~x,2-x2J=~ Im,,L Kh-h)l~m:l] A 
(since Ml, = [M,,, M,]) 
(where dA is any representative of ${Q12 - yzl)‘}) 
Therefore a[M,, M,,] = [u(M,), u(M,,)] or N12 = [N,, N,,]. 4 
LEMMA 4.5. The following subset relations hold: 
(4 PLN,31 IN,,, 
(b) [N,,,N,,l GN,,, 
(cl [N,,,N,,l EN,,. 
Proof: We work out (a) by showing u[x,~ - xzl, xz3 -x321 = 
[4xIz - 4~4x23 - x3d1 (since [xl2 - xzly xz3 - 4 = (xd2J - 
(x12x23)* E Ml39 we may apply a). Since u(x12 - x,,) E N,, , we have 
u(x12 -x2,) = c {u(mf) dAu(m$) + u(m:) d*u(m:)} 
A 
for appropriate elements rnf , dA. We also have 
u(xz3 -x3*) = 1 {u(m;) e%(m:) + u(m:) e%(m$)} 
LI 
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and 
u[x12-x21~x23- 32 x 
for appropriate elements mr, eP, p;, f “. 
Now 
4[x12-x21~x23 -x321 = [eG=Jx21), 46Fml 
implies 
dx,2 -x21 3 x23 - x32 1 = [‘tx,2 - ‘21)~ u(x23 - x32)1 
which further implies 
x l~(PY)f”~(PY) + o(Pt;)f”o(P’;)l 
” 
= z {u(mf) d*u(mi) a@;) e@u(ml;) 
A,u 
- a@;> e%(m:> u(m$) d%(mf)} + 6 (EZ,. (39) 
Choose 0 # m2 EM,. Multiplying (39) on the right by u(m,), we obtain 
< = 0. Equation (39) now says 
[u(x,2 - ‘21), 4’23 - x32)l = ‘Lx,2 - ‘219 x23 - ‘321 E N,3 
or [N,,,N,,l GN13. I 
LEMMA 4.6. The Lie subrings of [L, L] generated by 
(4 NdJK3, 
(b) N,, UN,,, 
Cc> N,, u N23 
are Lie ideals of [L, L]. 
Proof: We prove (a). It is easy to see that 
K=(KnR,)+(KnR,)+(KnR,)+M,,+M,,+M,,. 
Hence 
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Let 1 E [L, L]. Since 4 is onto, there exists k E [K, K] such that 4(i) = i 
One can show 
lE:N,$-N,+N,+N,*+N,,+N,, 
+ P1*,N1,1 +- P13JGl + IN,,,N231 +D. 
Commuting each component of the above sum with N,, and N,, and 
applying Lemmas 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, we conclude the Lie ring generated by 
N,, U N,, is a Lie ideal of jL, L]. 1 
We refer the reader to 12, Theorem 4] for a proof of 
LEMMA 4.7. [LT], the subring of S generated by [L, L], contains a 
nonzero x-ideal of S. 
LEMMA 4.8. Let P be a nonzero Lie ideal of [L, L] and b E SD. Then 
bP = 0 implies b = 0. 
Proof. Suppose bP = 0. For 0 # p E P and 1 E [L, L], 0 = b[l, p] = blp. 
Thus b[L, LIP = 0. Repeating the above argument, we have by induction, 
b[L,L]“P=O. Since [LT]=C [L,L]” contains a nonzero *-ideal J of S 
by Lemma 4.7, we have bJP = 0. Hence b(SD) J(SD) P = 0. SD prime 
implies bSDJ = 0 which implies b = 0. 1 
Many of the following lemmas are adapted from [6, Sect. 71. 
LEMMA 4.9. For if j, k,, li,..., qi E Mi, mj E Mj, Xii E R,, 
a(ki) O(li) ” ’ U(qi) U(X,j - Xji) U(mj) 
= u(kJi ... qiXii + (-l)n’l Xjiqi ... liki) U(mj), 
where n is the length of the product kili . . . qi. 
Proof The proof is by induction on n. For n = 1, 
o(ki) U(xij - Xii) U(mj> 
= [u(ki), u(Xij - Xji>l u(mj> (since N,N, = 0) 
= U [ k,) Xii - Xji] o(mj) (by proof of Lemma 4.4) 
= o(k,x, + Xji ki) o(mj) 
= o(k,xij + (-1)’ xjik,) o(mj). 
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Assume the lemma true for n and prove it true for II + 1. 
U(ki){U(Zi) * * * a(qi) a(xij - xji> u(mj> I 
=U(ki){U(Zi ". qiXij+ (-l)"+'Xjiqi "' fi)U(mj)} 
= U(ki) u( zi * *. qixij - xji(-qi) ’ * * (-Zi)} U(rnj) 
= u{kJ, * * * qixij + xji(-qi) 4 * * (Ai) ki} U(rnj) 
= U(ki zi . * . qiXij + (-l)n+2 Xjiqi “’ Ziki) U(mj). I 
LEMMA 4.10. If 2 kiZi . . . qi = 0, ki, zt,***, qi E Mi, then b= 
C u(ki) u(Z~) . . . U(qi) = 0. 
Proof. Consider the case i= 1. First note that O=O*= 
c C-1)” 41 *** 1, k, , where n is the length of the product k, I, ..a ql. Let P be 
the Lie subring of [L, L] generated by N,, UN,, . By Lemma 4.6, P is a Lie 
ideal of [Z,, L]. In order to show b = 0, it sufftces to prove bP = 0 (because 
of Lemma 4.8). Since bN,, = 0 by Lemma 4.3, we need only verify that 
bN,, = 0. Now N,, = [N,,,N*] and b[u(x,, -x2,), u(m2)] = bu(x,, -x2,) 
u(m,>, x12 E R12, m2 E M,, since u(m,)b = 0. So the problem reduces further 
to showing bu(x,, - x2J u(m,) = 0. Now 
Wx,, - x2,) 4m2) 
= 2 Wd 44) a.- %) @l2 - x2J 4m2)l 
=x {~(k,Z, - w,, t (-l>"+' x,,q, - 4kJ 4m2N 
(by Lemma 4.9) 
completing the proof. 
Let P be generated by N,3 UN,, for i = 2 and by N,, UN,, for i = 3. g 
Lemma 4.10 enables us to define a ring homomorphism ,U from C:=, J?i 
into SD according to the rule 
p(kiZi ..a qi) = u(ki) u(Zi) ..a u(qi) 
where ki, Zi ,..., qi E M,. By assumption e, E fii, i = 1, 2, 3, and so in 
particular fi =,u(ci) are orthogonal idempotents in SD. f, , f2, f3 are also 
symmetric: e, E Mi says 
ei=rkizi...g. I) ki) Zi,..‘, PiEMi. (40) 
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Applying * to (40), we obtain 
ei=x (-1)“~~ ... lik, 
where n is the length of the product ki Ii + .. pi. So 
f i” = 1~ U(ki) O(li) ... U(pi) I* (by (40)) 
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(41) 
= ~ (-1)” U(pi) ‘.. a(li) a(ki) (since N, E skew elements of SD) 
=.h (by (41)). 
LEMMA 4.11. jJu(mj) = o(mj)fi = 6ijU(mj), where mj E Mj, i, j = 1, 2, 3. 
Proof. For i = j, fio(mi) = p(ei) p(mi) =p(mi) = u(m;). For I’ f j, 
Aa = p(eimj) = 0. I 
By Lemma 4.11 and the fact that Nij = [ [Ni, Nij], Nj], we have 
LEMMA 4.12. For i # j, 
U(Xij-Xji)=fiU(Xij-Xji)~ +fjU(Xij-Xji)fi. 
An easy consequence of Lemma 4.12 is 
LEMMA 4.13. For i,j,k distinct, U(Xij - Xji)fk = fkU(Xij -Xji)= 0. 
We now define an additive mapping p from Ci+j R, into SD according to 
the rule 
PCxij) = .fi”txij - xji>& 
where xii E R,, i # j. Note that u(xij - xji) = p(xij) - p(xji) by Lemma 4.12. 
LEMMA 4.14. For i, j, k distinct, p(XijXjk) = p(Xij) P(Xjk), where Xij E Rij, 
xjk E R jk. 
Proof. For simplicity we assume i = 1, j = 2, k = 3. Then 
P@,,X*,) =“fiGbx*3 -x32xdf3 
=s~~~~~2-~*1~~~3-~~~lf3 
=f1bh - 47 4% - x32)lf3 (by proof of Lemma 4.5) 
=.fi4x,* - 4 4x23 - 4.A (by Lemma 4.13) 
=f1If*4x,, -xdfz +fzd-% - %lf~~ 4x23 - x3df3 
= Lfl4x1, -x,,lhlIfz~(x23 -4f3 +x34x23 -4fzlf3 
= u-14%* - -4f,lv2fJ(x,, - x,Jf3~ 
= P(X12) P(-M I 
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LEMMA 4.15. For i #j, p(miXij) = U(mi)p(Xij), where m, E Mi, Xij E R,. 
Proof. We have 
(by proof of Lemma 4.4) 
(by Lemma 4.11) 
(by Lemma 4.11) 
Similarly p(xijmj) = p(Xrj) u(m& where Xii E R,, mj E Mj* I 
LEMMA 4.16. For i # j, b = p(xij) p( yji) p(zij) - p(xijyjizij) = 0, where 
Xii, Zij E R, and JJji E Rji. 
ProoJ: Consider the case i = 1, j = 2. Let P be the Lie subring of [L, L] 
generated by N,:, UN,, . As in the proof of Lemma 4.10, it suffkes to show 
bP=O. 
First note that b = bf2. For aI3 E R13, bu(a,, - a3,) = bf,u(a,, - a3,) = 0 
by Lemma 4.13. Hence bN,, = 0. 
bi.%a,, 
now show bN,, = 0. For a23 E R2,, Wa,, - as2> = 
- aj2)f3} = bp(a,,). So it suffkes to show bp(a,,) = 0. By repeated 
applications of Lemma 4.14, we see that 
Wa,,) = p(x12My2J p(z12a2,) - p(x12y21z12a23) 
=dx,2b(Y21z12a23) -dx,2y2,z12a23) 
=p(x,2y21zd23) -&2y2,z,2a23) = 0. 1 
For the remaining lemmas, we introduce the following notation: Xii will 
denote an element of Mi. Recall that xi stands for an element of Ri and Xij 
for an element of R,, i # j. 
Define r according to 
T(Xij) = I Ptxij> if i=j PCxij> if i # j. 
LEMMA 4.17. For i # j, 
z(xiil) t(Yil i,) ’ ’ ’ Z(Wi” j) = t(Xii, Y*, iz ’ ’ ’ Wi, j)* 
Proof. The proof is by induction on II. The case n = 1 follows from 
Lemmas 4.14 and 4.15. Assume the result true for k < n and prove it true for 
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n. Without loss of generality, we may take i = 1 and j = 2. If i, = 1 or i, = 3 
we have by induction 
7(xli,) 4Yi, i,> “’ 7(wi,2) = 7(xli,) 7(Yili, “. wi,2) 
= 7(xli,Yili~ **’ wi,2) 
making use of Lemmas 4.14 and 4.15. Now suppose i, = 2. If i, = 2 or 
i, = 3 we again have by induction and Lemmas 4.14 and 4.15 that 
7(X12) 7(Y2iJ 7(Zi2i3> *‘* 7(Wi,*) = 7(X1*Y21*) 7(zi2i3) ‘** 7(wi,2) 
= 7(xl*Y2izzi2i3 ‘.’ wi,Z>* 
This leaves us with i, = 1. For n = 2, 7(x1*) 7(yz1) 7(w12) = r(x,,y,, w12) by 
Lemma 4.16. For n > 2 we see by induction that 
LEMMA 4.18. For fixed i, if C xii, yi, i2 . . - wini = 0, then b = C 7(Xii,) 
‘(Yi, iJ *. * 7(wi”i) = 0. 
Proof: Suppose i = 1 and let P be the Lie subring of [L, L] generated by 
Ni2 u N,,. It suffices to show bP = 0. As in the proof of Lemma 4.16, this 
reduces to showing br(a,,) = 0 for ui2 E R,,. By Lemma 4.17, 
ZZ 7 (C Xli,yi,i2 *** Win* U*z =O* I 
I 1 I 
LEMMA 4.19. t(xij) 7(x,J = 0 for j # k. 
Proof. 7(xij) is equal to either ,u(xjj) = a(xjj)& or p(Xij) = ho(xij - xji)fi. 
Similarly 7(xk,) is equal to eitherf,o(x,,) or fku(xk[ - x,&f/. Since j # k, we 
see in any case 7(xij) 7(xkJ = 0. I 
Let W denote the subring of R generated by the union of the subsets 
{Mi, R, / i, j = 1,2,3, i # j}. It is easy to see [K, K] 5 W. Lemmas 4.17, 
4.18, and 4.19 then permit us to define an additive mapping v from W into 
SD according to the rule 
i, j fixed, i, j = 1, 2, 3. 
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LEMMA 4.20. y is an associative isomorphism. 
Proof w is multiplicative since it is multiplicative on the generators of 
w: W(xijxkl) = z(xij> z(xkl) = Vtxij> WCxkl>* 
We show w  is one-to-one. Suppose v(x) = 0 for some x E W, where x = 
xi= 1 ai + Ci+j aij. N ote that the ai as well as the aij are elements of W. 
v(x) = 0 implies Cl= i y(ai) + Ci+j ty(aij) = 0. There is a Peirce decom- 
position of w(W) with respect to {f, ,f2,fj}. Thus y(a,) = 0, v(aij) = 0, 
i, j= 1, 2, 3, i# j. 
y(aij) = 0 means fio(aij - aji)& = 0. Applying * in SD, we obtain 
&a(ai, - aji)&= 0. Hence by Lemma 4.12, o(a, - aji) = 0. SO 4(-J = 
a(ai,)=O h h pl w  ic im ies aij - aj, E Z,. Commuting aij - aji with ei, we 
see that aij = 0. 
From v/(a,) = 0 we have, for i# j, w(aixij) = w(a,) v(Xij) = 0 for all 
xii E R,. From what we have already established we conclude that aiXij = 0. 
Hence aiRej = 0 forcing ai = 0. So x = 0, proving v is one-to-one. m 
v/ is “related” to the original Lie isomorphism 4. Consider the images of 
Mi and M, under v. For mi E Mi, v/(m,) = a(mi) = ai - ai where $6) = ai 
and ai is the unique element associated with ai. SO w  maps mi into a 
representative of $(mi) minus a related skew element of D. For 
Xij - Xii E Mij, i # j, lJ/(x, - xji) = /J(Xij) -/l(Xji) = U(Xij -Xji)- Since 
@,q-=J==q=qxii), w  P ma s xii-xii directly into a representative of 
eq=q). 
We now look at further properties of v/. 
LEMMA 4.21. {y(x)}* = ty(x*)for all x E W. 
Proof: It suffices to prove the result for the generators of W. For 
mi E Mi, y(m,) = a(m,) which is skew in SD. Hence {v(mi)} * = -w(mi) = 
y(rnT). For XijE R,, v(Xij) = P(Xij) = fiU(X,-Xji)f;* SO {W(Xij)}* = 
fjU(xji - xij)fi = P(xji) = V(xji) = V(x$)* I 
LEMMA 4.22. (a) I,U[ [K, K], [K, K]] = [ [L,L], [L, L]] (and hence w 
maps [[K Kl, [K, Kl I onto [I- I). 
(b) v(x) = @)for all x E [[K Kl, [K K]]. 
Proof. Let 1 E [L, L]. Since 4 is onto, there exists k E [K, K] such that 
4(k) = 1: One can show as in Lemma 4.6 that I= y(k) + a, where a is skew 
in D. Hence [L, L] c v[K, K] + D which implies [[L, L], [L, L]] s 
w[[KK], [KKII. S’ ‘1 1 imi ar y we get the other inclusion. Part (b) follows from 
the equation y(k) = l- a. I 
LEMMA 4.23. The involutions on R and S are of the same kind. 
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Proof By Lemma 4.22, we may restrict w  to obtain an associative 
- 
isomorphism from [[K,K], [K,K]] onto [[ml. [[Km]] 
contains a nonzero *-ideal Z of R [2, Lemma 51. Furthermore, 
r~~ll is itself a prime ring with Z as an ideal. 
Recall C and D are respectively the extended centroids of R and S. For 
any other prime ring A, denote the extended centroid of A by C(A). If A is 
prime and U is a nonzero ideal of A, then U is a prime ring and 
C(U) = C(A). By the preceding paragraph, we have 
C( [ [K, K], [K, K]]) E C(Z) r c. (42) 
Similarly [[L, L], [L, L]] is a prime ring containing a nonzero *-ideal J of 
S. Hence 
C([[L,L], [L,L]])EC(J)~D. (43) 
The above restriction to I,U implies 
c([[mll) z c~[I[L~lI). (44) 
Putting (42), (43), and (44) together, we have C E D. Since L(R) is Lie 
isomorphic to L(S), we also have C* ED,. Therefore, the involutions on R 
and S must be of the same kind. 1 
The proof of the main result (Theorem 2.1) has now been completed. 
5. GENERALIZATION TO PRIME RINGS 
In this section, we remove the assumption that R and S are *-closed. We 
obtain as our final theorem: 
THEOREM 5.1. Let R and S be prime rings with involution of charac- 
teristic # 2. Assume conditions (a), (b), and (c) of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied. 
Then given any Lie isomorphism 4 of L(R) onto L(S), there exists a 
“related” associative isomorphism IC/ of W into SD where W is the 
associative subring of R generated by {Mi, R, 1 i, j = 1,2,3, i # j}. 
Proof: We plan to use the main theorem to obtain this result and hence 
need *-closed prime rings. Form RC* and SD*, the *-central closures of R 
and S, respectively. RC,is a *-closed prime algebra over C* [ 1, Theorem 41 
with skew elements KC*, derived skew elements [K, K] C*, and extended 
centroid C. A similar statement holds for SD,. Conditions (a), (b), and (c) 
48 I /89/2-6 
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of Theorem 2.1 are clearly satisfied by RC* and SD*. We now define a Lie 
isomorphism @ of L(RC,) = [K, K] C,/[K, K] C, n ZRc, onto L(SD,) = 
[L, L] D,/[L, L] D, f? ZSD, according to 
@ 2 kilZi = z liPi 
( ) 
where ki E [K, K], Ai E C* such that 4(ki) = & and Ai +pi via the 
isomorphism from C* to D* implied by $ (note: the single bars refer to 
cosets in L(R) and L(S); the double bars refer to cosets in L(RC,) and 
L(SD,)). The main problem is to show that @ is well defined. Before doing 
this, we make some preliminary remarks. 
The notion of the extended centroid has been defined for any 
nonassociative ring which is prime in the sense that the product of any two 
nonzero ideals is nonzero (for details, see [ 1, p. 8671). L(R) is a prime Lie 
ring and hence we may form the Lie-extended centroid of L(R), denoted 
C L(Rj. By Theorem 10 of [ 11, C.+ ? CLcRj. If l E C*, choose a nonzero *- 
ideal Z of R such that AZ E R. Then Z = [In K, Z n K] is a nontrivial Lie 
ideal of [K, K] (i.e., i is not contained in Z,). If a E 1, then Aa E [K, K]. 
Define 1 E CLcRj as follows: 16 = z for any a E 1 Furthermore, since 
C L(R) = - CL,,, 3 we have @a) =,$(a), where k +,u under C* + D, and 
ti E CL(S). 
Suppose C k,A, = 0, i.e., C k,A, E ZRC,, Choose a nonzero *-ideal Z of R 
such that Ail E R for all i. For a E f, we then have 
1 [ki,,$u] =s [kJ,,u] = ~kiAi,u =O. 
[ I 
(45) 
Hence in L(R) we have 
T’ [~,q+O (46) 
or 
x [xy, &a] = 0. (47) 
Applying d to (47), we see that in L(S) 
1 [C, /Iii(q)] = 0. (48) 
Let .?= q$) where .Z is a nontrivial Lie ideal of [L, L]. If #(a) = b; then (48) 
implies 
(49) 
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This gives us [C lipi, JO*] G ZsD,, where we note that JD, is a nontrivial 
Lie ideal of [L, L] D,. So in the prime Lie ring L(SD*), 
[ 
Qi ,JD, =o 
-1 
(50) 
which implies C Zi,ui = 0, proving @ is well defined. @ is additive and onto, 
and a similar argument to well-detinedness gives one-to-one. Now 
(where d(F) = c and Ii *pi, i = 1,2) 
Hence we have shown @ is a Lie isomorphism of L(RC*) onto L(SD,). 
By Theorem 2.1, there exists a “related” associative isomorphism Y of W’ 
into SD, where W’ is the associative subring of RC* generated by 
{[K,K] C,neiRC*ei, eiRC,ejI i, j= 1, 2, 3, i#j}. Let w  be the restriction 
of !P to W. As before, w  is “related” to the original Lie isomorphism 4. IJI 
maps m, E Mi into a representative of &iKJ minus a skew element of D and 
maps Xii - xji E M,, i # j, into a representative of d(w). Finally, the 
involutions on R and S are of the same kind. I 
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